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only on specific pages? I'd like to use the left sidebar to display some information. This sidebar needs to be on the main page but not the subpages. I tried just throwing a @if statement but it doesn't seem to be
working. @if($page->page == 'home') { @include('layouts.leftsidebar',['sidebar' => 'left','hasSidebar' => true]); } A: Since the sidebar is meant to be attached to a sidebar container in a sidebar.php layout file,

and the markup should only appear once, it's usually a good idea to put any element you want that is meant to appear only once on a specific page in the $content global. @section('content') .... @if
($page->page == 'home') { Sidebar This is a sidebar This is a sidebar } @endsection Then in an appropriate layout file, reference that div using a different id. @if (count($content) > 0) { @if ($page->page ==

'home') { @include('layouts.sidebar-left',['hasSidebar' => true,'sidebar' => 'left']); } } You might also find it easier to call your layout file from the
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Fable 3 No DvdÂ . Q: Is there a Linux x64 compiler that recognizes all x64 instructions? Is there a
Linux x64 compiler that recognizes all x64 instructions? A: Yes, gcc at least (4.8) recognizes all

instruction set extensions and does not generate code with any alignment requirements. I believe it
has been a fairly long time since you could not get to 100% x86 for any version. Your CPU must be

able to use MMX, 3DNow! and Altivec instructions to even be considered a 64-bit system. A: Of
course there is. The instructions for every CPU and architecture (architecture: file format describing
the instructions, register settings and the like) are known. Thus, every CPU will always generate the
exact same code when applied to the instruction set. However, in practice, the tools that write the

code will not generate the same code as, say, the compiler. The compiler will basically try to
optimize the code into the smallest amount of bytes possible (program size) and also will do register-

related optimizations to the extent that it can. Even the processor will do optimizations, typically
generating instructions from multiple load/store operations. There is a large difference in the

generated code between different compilers and tools. That's the thing: You can easily see the
difference between the instructions generated by different compilers, but on the same architecture,

for a single CPU it is (almost) impossible. If the instruction set changes, either you change the
generated code or you have to recompile a whole lot of software. The instruction set of the x86-64 is

a simple extension from the x86, so it requires little effort to recompile the software to use those
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